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Equities: European stock markets initially opened lower this morning,
after the region saw losses of about 2% yesterday, having since
bounced. The benchmark EuroStoxx50 index is currently trading 1.3%
higher on the session. Markets could remain volatile with moves in both
directions over the next few days, as geopolitical tensions remain the
main focus for now. Reportedly, the likelihood of a Russian invasion of
Ukraine continues to notch higher as the days go on. Diplomatic efforts
continue, although prospects for a breakthrough remain unclear.
Markets have also priced in a more hawkish Fed, who are due to meet
in one months time, with more than half of investors now expecting a
50bp rate hike from the central bank.

Safe-havens: While gold futures are slightly weaker on Tuesday, the metal
did push higher overnight to see its highest prices in about three months at
$1,880. This comes amid a renewed nervousness in stock markets, with
investors seeking safer assets.
Spreads between US bonds on the short and long ends continue to
decrease, with just 0.41% now the difference between US 10yr and 2yr
Treasury yields, the lowest since August 2020. Bond markets in the US are
signaling increasing concern that the Fed's planned tightening will derail the
region's economic recovery, as the central bank looks to react to severe
inflation readings.

Currencies: The Euro has moved about 0.35% higher on Tuesday
morning to 1.1345, but is still nursing bruises after two sessions of
sharp losses as tensions in Eastern Europe have forced investors into
the safe-haven Dollar. General risk sentiment will continue to drive the
greenback, along with any change in tone from Fed speakers, of which
we have a few towards the end of the week.

Looking ahead: Following Eurozone GDP and Economic Sentiment results
this morning, we are due to get US PPI (Producer Prices) figures after lunch.
Tomorrow will be another relatively busy session in terms of data; during the
morning the UK will release its January CPI inflation reading, followed by the
same from Canada in the early afternoon as well as US Retail Sales and the
release of the Fed meeting minutes.
Tomorrow Nvidia, Cisco, and Heineken will all report, with Nestlé, Standard
Chartered, Airbus, and Walmart due on Thursday.

Global stock markets have been kept on edge over the past week or
so, as Russia increases troops on the Ukrainian border and as the US
yesterday warned that the invasion could begin any day now.
The United States has moved to close its embassy in the capital Kyiv,
with Secretary of State Anthony Blinken citing the "dramatic
acceleration in the buildup of Russian forces at the border." The US
embassy will be temporarily relocated to the city of Lviv, in the west of
the country. Blinken also announced that Washington would boost its
financial assistance to Ukraine by offering a "sovereign loan guarantee
of up to $1b".
Focus will likely now turn to talks that are due to take place between
Russian President Vladimir Putin and German Chancellor Olaf Scholz
in Moscow later today. This follows comments from British PM Boris
Johnson on Monday, when he urged Putin to turn away from the "edge
of the precipice" and warned that the "evidence is pretty clear" that
Moscow is planning an invasion. "There is still time for President Putin
to step back" Johnson added.

Russia-Ukraine Latest

Eurozone Data
This morning we saw Eurozone GDP results for the fourth quarter, the
q/q figure expectedly slowing to just 0.3%, down from Q3's 2.2% and
Q2's 2.0%. While this still makes for a 4.6% increase vs the same
period one year before, Eurozone activity was undoubtedly affected
during Oct-Dec by the initial Omicron wave of infections, along with
surging inflation which cut into disposable incomes over this time.
Data from Eurostat this morning also showed that higher energy
prices have hit the region's trade balance. The Eurozone saw a trade
deficit of €4.6 billion during December, down from a surplus of €28.3b
one year prior, as exports increased by 14% and imports by almost
37%.
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